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1.

360 DEGREE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
B. N. DASTOOR
360 Degree Performance Evaluation completes the managerial operation by providing
basis for important decisions. It’s a measure of both the positive and negative traits
that can help an individual on his/her career path/ thoroughfare. In this book, B. N.
Dastoor reveals that the higher rating is on positive attributes while lower rating is
preferred on negative attributes. It’s a source bank with the exercises available for
all the HR people. (Price ` 80/-)

2.

APPROPRIATE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT (AIM)
NARAYANA
AIM is the tool for managing business, managers, workers and work. This selective
piece of project ackanowledges the fact that people are key to management. A great
book for Human Resource professionals to get acquaintained about how no single
method of management can be effective in case of all people as people are divergent
in their own ways and discrete in their own situations. This book highlights the kinds
of people and different methods of managing them. (Price ` 50/-)

3.

APPROPRIATE INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
NARAYANA
This is the next step following AIM by G. Narayana. Appropriate Internal Management
discloses the unintelligible fact that how Inner/Cosmic space is the cement which
binds the three bricks of physical, mental and thought space. It illustrates the four
aspects of one’s personality as motion is the key element of physical space, emotion
is to mental space, vision is to thought space and inspiration is to inner space. This
book would be an excellent reading for managers in all levels and functions.
(Price ` 50/-)

4.

BE A WINNER
N.K. PATEL
Be a Winner is an integral guidebook having various elements that can help a person
TO BE A WINNER. The great work by the author is productive from the head of
managing one’s self to the tail of people around. This book features aspects like
winning over fear, dynamic listening and communication, dealing with work and people
etc. This would be a wonderful piece for a PR professional in all areas of management.
(Price ` 100/-)

5.

TRANSFORMATION TO TRANSCENDENCE-BREAKTHROUGH
IDEAS FOR LEADERSHIP IN NEW MILLENIUM
NARAYANA
After integrated and internal management, this book by Narayana underlines the
processing of management ideas for leadership. It highlights the facets of “visionmission-aim-goal” matrix and of this total picture “MANAGEMENT” is only one facet.
This work is for people who believe in self improvisation thereby opening the gateways
to self realization which is purely pragmatic. (Price ` 100/-)
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6.

COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS
B. N. DASTOOR
What holds us back? Communication In Organization describes the barriers to
effective communication, importance of different channels through non-verbal
communication, functioning of formal and informal communication networks and
many more. This work is helpful in every way for the people in different organizations
and at different levels. (Price ` 60/-)

7.

CUSTOMER DELIGHT
B. N. DASTOOR
Organization needs to take care of the four major expectations of customers that
are: Accuracy, Availability, Partnership and Advice to delight the customers. This
book reveals the innovative ways to involve leading customers in all the aspects of
development. This work is helpful for the market leaders who can transfer their
enthusiasm to the opinion seekers. (Price ` 50/-)

8.

DECISION MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
B. N. DASTOOR
Decision making affects almost all traditional management functions- planning,
organization, leading and controlling. This book unfolds the four major pillars of modern
business and different types of decision making. It is helpful for the people in different
dimensions that are decision takers and want to become good decision makers who
are expected to anticipate problems.(Price ` 90/-)

9.

DRIVING A FERRARI ON THE CAREER EXPRESSWAY
B. N. DASTOOR
This book holds the idea of being updated on your career pathway, discussing
important aspects of self-concept which is balanced by one’s ability to make effective
relationships in the Organization, to get your way and is a helpful guide for the goaloriented beings. (Price ` 50/-)

10.

ELEMENTS OF MARKETING IN
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
B. N. DASTOOR
Here the author answers the query of How Marketers manage the perception of
people. And gives the reason why two more P’s are added to the traditional four in
Marketing Mix. This work is prepared for the basic Marketing and Sales course. It is
helpful for the students entering into the world of marketing and sales. (Price ` 60/-)

11.

ETHICS IS GOOD BUSINESS
B. N. DASTOOR
The book introduces an individual’s ethical values, the different aspects of ethics in
an organization and how values are different from attitudes. This is an integral
management part for those aspiring a career in corporate world. (Price ` 100/-)

12.

GATEWAYS TO SELF REALIZATION
G. NARAYANA
What G. Narayana tries to depict in Gateways to Self Realization is knowing thyself.
This is an actual guidebook from self start to experiencing self progress and thereby
reaching self fulfillment. This work is helpful for all those aspiring a fast-track career in
management field whether you have just started or have had experience.(Price ` 50/-)
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13.

GET SET GO!
SANJAY CHAKRABORTY
Get Set Go is a collection of opinions and experiences shared by the stalwarts of the
advertising and media industry. This book is a great initiative by the author and targets
young aspirants who are contemplating in making an entry into the advertising and
media corporation. (Price ` 100/-)

14.

GO FOR GROWTH
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
Go for Growth is a compilation of self-help prayers, inspiring thoughts, poems,
passages, words of wisdom from wise people and famous leaders, published literature
etc. This material is helpful to people who need inspiration and motivation and it can
guide you to get divine blessings, ignite inner strength and unleash your potential for
a better and successful life. (Price ` 200/-)

15.

GROOMING YOURSELF
B. N. DASTOOR
Grooming yourself is a package covering stories, anecdotes and parables. An honest
attempt by the author to make this work both readable and very practical for
professionals in corporate world. It emphasizes on the areas like self development
and socialization process. (Price ` 80/-)

16.

HALF GLASS FULL
SANJAY CHAKRABORTY
Few pages full of author’s experiences, these lessons are beneficial for a student, an
employee, the employer and the retiree. A real guide teaching how you can convert
your mistakes into the lifelong remarkable experiences as celebrated happenings.
(Price ` 30/-)

17.

HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS AND EDITORS
S. SREENIVAS RAO
In simple and perspicuous language, the pages of The Handbook for Writers and
Editors have helped countless students, businessman, and professionals in the
essential part of information evaluation. This book covers the characteristics of the
written communication and various stages of writing. (Price ` 150/-)

18.

HANDBOOK OF EXECUTIVE HEALTH
B. N. DASTOOR
This is a health book which is written, devoid of medical jargon. This valuable handbook
would help a busy executive live longer and stronger covering the wide range of
physical, psychological, emotional and social problems causing job dissatisfaction,
tension, anxiety, depression, irritability, procrastination and boredom. (Price ` 80/-)

19.

HEALING YOUR AILING HEART
B. N. DASTOOR
Healing your Ailing Heart is a unique book on prevention, symptoms and factors
related to the disturbances in cardiovascular area which can lead to heart diseases.
In this book, the author has attempted to provide basic and optimum information that
a patient with an ailing heart should have. (Price ` 80/-)
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20.

HUMANITY TO DIVINITY
G. NARAYANA
This book touches upon the human aspects of various religions to serve today’s
needs and hold tomorrow’s promise from Highways to Happiness to the Gateways of
Self-realization, written in an engaging, immensely readable and rhyming style. It
would definitely appeal to all the young and the old. (Price ` 50/-)

21.

MOTIVATE YOURSELF TO WIN
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
This book, with tested and proven motivational ideas, enables reader to gain
a clear idea as to what motivates them, recharging your batteries to ignite
your inner fire and unleash your Emotional energy. To each one of you it will
provide powerful insights to improve your career, your business and your life.
(Price ` 100/-)

22.

MARKETING - TIDBITS
SANJAY CHAKRABORTY
Marketing Tidbits is a handy book loaded with examples from the corporate
world of marketing. It gives a capsulated insight into the marketing strategies
that are relevant to the present marketing scenario. A valuable guide for those
aspiring a career in Marketing. (Price ` 120/-)

23.

NOBLE LEADER
NARAYANA
This book is a help to recognize, develop and define the personal characteristics
required to be a truly effective leader. Noble Leader can help you empower
and establish your leadership skills by focusing on your own energy and
resources. (Price ` 40/-)

24.

LANDING YOUR DREAM JOB
B. N. DASTOOR
For all those who are always in a hurry and accept the less compromised job,
here is the guidebook showing the path from start to finish. An honest attempt
by the author to help the aspirant land his or her dream job. (Price ` 80/-)

25.

MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT
B. N. DASTOOR
Managing organizational conflict offers smart ways to avoid conflict in the
turbulent world of business. This book will help a manager understand conflict
from various angles, help him or her to manage it and get the best out of it.
(Price ` 110/-)

26.

IMPROVEMENT AREAS FOR MOTIVATED MANAGERS
B. N. DASTOOR
“The purpose of communication is basically to change the beliefs, feelings
and behavior of the receiver.” Author suggests, this book will help them find
and learn with ease, what they are looking for and encourage them in the
world of management. (Price ` 120/-)
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27. MANTRAS FOR LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
B. N. DASTOOR
“A successful person has to be a happy person to start with.” This book is
based on the very exciting and fascinating discourses of Swami Bodhananda
on Leadership Excellence and the power of soft skills, through five original
and refreshingly fresh mantras. (Price ` 50/-)
28.

INCREASING YOUR SELF-ESTEEM THROUGH PUBLIC
SPEAKING
B. N. DASTOOR
“Slow and steady wins the race” but don’t be too slow, as you gain confidence
move quickly. This book primarily aims at enhancing your self confidence and
self esteem through public speaking and various verbal communication skills.
(Price ` 50/-)

29.

KRISHNA: THE MANAGEMENT GURU
NARAYANA
The author has brought to light seven prominent areas related to management
and leadership education from the Bhagavad-Gita. Hence, he has also pointed
out the types of leaders and teachers exemplifying the characters of
Mahabharata, establishing Lord Krishna as the ultimate Guru. This book would be a valuable
resource for all the managers who need to be Educators and motivators for the people
working with and under them. (Price ` 120/-)

30.

OFFERINGS 1 LOVE AND LIGHT
G. NARAYANA
A great work by Narayana, offering the eternal wisdom in the form of stories.
Stories like Akbar and Birbal’s “Horse can fly”, Tenali Raman’s “Reading the
Mind”. These lessons would be useful and advantageous for all the leaders,
managers and professionals. (Price ` 80/-)

31.

OFFERINGS 2 LOVE AND LIGHT
G NARAYANA
These stories are compiled by integrating management theories with the core
human values. Stories like “Offer and Receive is divinity, Help those who
have harmed you” etc., leaving a great impact on people going through
instabilities. (Price ` 80/-)

32.

OFFERINGS 3 LOVE AND LIGHT
G NARAYANA
In this book, Narayana has utilized all possible ways and means of teaching
to explain very complex concepts and ideas in a simple style. Stories presented
are from Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagwata, Puranas, Akbar and Birbal,
Buddha etc. This delightful work is recommended to all managers, leaders,
children and also adults for accentuating brilliance and productivity. (Price ` 80/-)
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33.

OFFERINGS 4 LOVE AND LIGHT
G NARAYANA
Guruji has added value to the old well known stories giving the message that
learning and improving is limitless. One such story suggests “MBA degree in
10 pages: Not only how to manage business but also life.” This book would
be an excellent reading for managers of all levels. (Price ` 80/-)

34.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY
B. N. DASTOOR
Author attempts to discuss the office administration from various
unconventional angles, largely with a view to stimulate our creative thinking.
From “Asking the right question till the management of teams and office
politics” is done. This book would be a helpful resource for corporate
professionals. (Price ` 60/-)

35.

PERPETUAL PRAHALAD
B. N. BASTOOR
Dr. C.K. Prahalad, a true thinker known all over the world for his original
thoughts. Mr. Dastoor has taken the liberty of adding his comments to make
Dr. Prahalad’s work more comprehensive for the management and marketing
professionals by examplifying leadership theories and emphasizing factors
like communication skills, personality, goals etc. (Price ` 80/-)

36.

POLITICS, A FACT OF LIFE IN ORGANIZATIONS
B. N. DASTOOR
“There is a difference between power and authority and this difference often
breeds political behavior.” This book is a shortened version of Mr. Dastoor’s
Gujarati Book SANSTHAONNAN KHELATU RAJKARAN ; it discusses
organization politicking. This work would provide valuable survival hints to
managers operating in a chaotic world. (Price ` 50/-)

37.

RANDOM READINGS IN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
B. N. DASTOOR
This book is a collection of few important aspects of management as presented
and practiced by successful people. From the basic principles like “Asking
the right question which leads to the point of becoming great managers”.
These random readings would make the reader well-rounded and sharp.
(Price ` 100/-)

38.

SEVEN STEPS TO SUCCESS
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
“Success is not a destination, it is a journey”. A great work which discusses
the seven steps leading to a successful and better life. This book would be
an outstanding help for the people in all levels and functions of management
field. (Price ` 60/-)
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39.

SHAPE YOUR DESTINY
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
“There is no magic formula for success”. Hence, the real secret of success is
realizing that the key to unlock your personal success is hidden inside you.
This is an excellent book which covers all aspects of improving life condition
and is recommended to all those who are interested in achieving success in
all fields of life. (Price ` 100/-)

40.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
B. N. DASTOOR
This work by Mr. Dastoor is productive in every way, if you believe that your
self-efficacy is high and if you truly believe that you are capable of performing
the great task of shaping yourself as an entrepreneur. Thus, at the end a list
of ingredients is given that may prevent you from flattering. This would be a highly resourceful
guide for all the entrepreneurs. (Price ` 150/-)

41.

TALENT ACQUISITION THROUGH BEHAVIOURAL INTERVIEW
B. N. DASTOOR
Mr. Dastoor unfolds the part that Behavioral Interviews are based on the
principle that past behaviors are the most reliable indicators of future behavior.
The different aspects of this book presents Constructing Behavioral Question,
Interview Questions etc. (Price ` 50/-)

42.

THE EFFECTIVE AND SUCCESSFUL MANAGER
B. N. DASTOOR
This management literature is full of characteristics of an effective leader and
the traits of a manager such as Experience, Intelligence, Insights etc. A must
read for anyone who wants to be an effective and successful manager.
(Price ` 50/-)

43.

THE RESPONSIBLE LEADER
G. NARAYANA
“A good leader assists the development of more good leaders.” This idea
and many such ideas in this book by Narayana are taken from selected
chapters of GITA .This would be an invaluable guide and companion for
readers in all age and stages of life. (Price ` 40/-)

44.

THE STAIRWAY TO EXCELLENCE
G. NARAYANA
The eighteen steps to achieve excellence in performance is a tested tool and
practical wisdom by Shri G. Narayana. This book gives unique insight into
questions of the self. It would be a befitting gift to those who aspire to achieve
excellence. (Price ` 40/-)
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45.

TIMELESS PRAHALAD
B. N. DASTOOR
This book gives the essence of the principles of management. This work is
yet another attempt to compile path breaking and timeless thoughts of C. K.
Prahalad. This would be an excellent motivational reading for people from all
walks of life. (Price ` 70/-)

46.

TRAIN THE TRAINER
B. N. DASTOOR
This book is a great sectional work which describes the basic fundamentals
for the trainer, second section provides deeper insight into the major skills
and attitudes, third section suggests major management skills. This work is a
pathway which would certainly guide the trainer in management field.
(Price ` 110/-)

47.

WINNING HABITS
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
Mr. N. K. Patel has skillfully highlighted subjects like “Master the foundation
habits, take a decisive action, live on purpose etc” to improve our quality of
life. This book would be highly beneficial to the younger generation especially
all working professionals in this age of extreme competition. (Price ` 60/-)

48.

YES, YOU CAN BE A LEADER
NARSINHBHAI K. PATEL
This book reflects the various aspects of different steps taken by a leader.
This is a handbook for anyone who wants to be a LEADER. Hence, this book
is certainly recommended to budding entrepreneurs, giving the right directions and helps
in making your enterprise reach the Zenith. (Price ` 200/-)
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